#!/bin/sh
ORIG=linux
CAPORIG=Linux
DERIVED=bsd
CAPDERIVED=Bsd
#agent
diff -rus agent/src/os/${ORIG} agent/src/os/${DERIVED}
diff -us agent/src/os/${ORIG}/DebuggerLocal.c agent/src/os/${DERIVED}/DebuggerLocal.c
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG} agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot
/driver/${ORIG} agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/Debugger.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG} CDebugger.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/DebuggerLocal.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG} Address.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/CDebugger.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG} OopHandle.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/Debugger.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -rus agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG} Thread.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
diff -us agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/debugger/${ORIG}/Debugger.java agent/src/share/classes/sun/jvm/hotspot/sdk/native_agent/logampler.c
#make
diff -rus agent/src/os/${ORIG} agent/src/os/${DERIVED}
#os
diff -rus os/${ORIG} os/${DERIVED}
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/attachListener.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/attachListener.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/attachListener.{ORIG}.hcpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/attachListener.{DERIVED}.hcpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/c1_globals.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/c1_globals.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/c2_globals.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/c2_globals.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/muxin.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/muxin.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/chaitin.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/chaitin.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/decoder.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/decoder.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/dtraceJSDT.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/dtraceJSDT.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/global.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/global.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/attachListener.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/attachListener.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/jvmhotspot.{ORIG}.cpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/jvmhotspot.{DERIVED}.cpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/jvmhotspot.{ORIG}.hcpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/jvmhotspot.{DERIVED}.hcpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/jvmhotspot.{ORIG}.hcpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/jvmhotspot.{DERIVED}.hcpp
diff -us os/${ORIG}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/jvmhotspot.{ORIG}.hcpp os/${DERIVED}/vm/jvmhotspot/vm/jvmhotspot.{DERIVED}.hcpp